careers

Interested in a career at cenx?
JOIN A
WINNING TEAM

Company vision

We are seeking motivated individuals
with a strong desire to learn and
contribute to CENX’s success. At CENX,
we believe leading edge technology and
a dynamic work environment are our
key differentiators. A career at CENX
means working in today’s fastest growing
industry - the exciting high-tech sector
serving the needs of service providers
around the world.

A leading provider of software solutions for the telecoms industry, CENX changes how service
providers view their networks. Today’s networks have become complex, ever-evolving systems as
the demand for services rapidly grows. Mobile, IoT, and cloud technologies have inundated service
providers with a massive amount of data, causing them to feel that they’re always one step behind
their network. The only way for them to get ahead and prepare for new challenges is to change
their approach to network oversight. CENX’s solution continuously ingests all of an operator’s
network data, across multiple domains, and physical and virtual infrastructure, and places it into a
comprehensive, single view. With CENX’s deep network insight, service providers can pinpoint and
prevent faults, optimize capacity, and spot new opportunities.

Our team consists of energetic people,
who are passionate about their work and
enjoy being a part of the CENX family. We
operate in a fast-paced environment using
the best-software, technology, and tools.

Our Path of Innovation
CENX is built on a history of innovation. In 2009, CENX started as a Carrier Ethernet Neutral
Exchange. To fully serve exchange customers, software was developed in-house to automate
the manual, time-consuming processes of ordering, provisioning, monitoring, and assuring data
connectivity services. Eventually, the benefits of our software were recognized, and in 2012, we
pivoted and became a software vendor.

WE HAVE AWESOME...
• Employee Development
Programs
• Benefit Packages

The CENX Advantage

• Cooperative Experiences

At CENX, we believe leading edge, distributed cloud computing technology is the best way to
revolutionize the delivery of new data services in the telecom industry. CENX’s solution is built
using state-of-the-art software technologies: distributed database design, client-server architecture,
functional programming, real-time search methodologies, and virtualized computing – all of which
combine to provide a massively horizontally-scalable infrastructure. An infrastructure of this sort is
essential to harness telecom big data and perform real-time analytics to drive actionable intelligence.

• Next-generation Technologies

$

• Compensation
• Social and Team Building
Events

“There is a really great blend of young energetic people with fresh ideas, as well as mature and
confident people who are capable of leadership.” Aneil - Director, Sales Engineering

Connect with CENX
careers@cenx.com

cenx.com

twitter.com/cenxinc
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